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DALALÆÐA 
Some plantations in Iceland maintain slow growth for decades, then, for inexplicable reasons, 

they start to grow much more quickly.  There are many hypotheses for the cause for this 
phenomenon - mostly related to biological and ecological entity. But there is one the hypothesis that 
is rarely, if ever, broached; i.e., the changes in growth rate may reflect the profile of the turbulent 
surface layer. The turbulent surface layer (or boundary layer)is a subjective entity which we 
basically as the interface between soil and atmosphere. The thickness of the turbulent layer is 
defined by the scale which we are interested and, therefore, is technically not fixed entity. In this 
case we consider the turbulent layer below more-or-less the streamlined flow of wind. The depth of 
the turbulent flow varies with windspeed and convection. During high wind speeds, streamline 
(laminar) flow creates wind sheared profiles of forest canopies. The finer the turbulence becomes, 
the more calm it is and hence more conducive growth. But there’s a catch, calmer it is, there is a cool 
damp zone and danger from ground frosts in hollows, or misty layer of cold air that forms on open 
fields known as dalalæða through which trees must penetrate before they start achieving good 
growth. In Iceland and throughout the boreal biome, it is not uncommon for plantations and natural 
regenerations to have stunted growth for 30-40 years before they undergo a quantum leap in growth 
rates. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Most of time, the turbulent near-surface layer gives no visible clues of its existence or it’s 

height relative to the vegetation, and only recently has technology given us the wherewithal to 
measure it. Nevertheless, we intuitively recognize its impact on trees: for example, on the positive 
side, we see excellent growth, symmetrical crowns and boles: and on the negative side, stunted 
growth, flagging of crowns and contorted branches and boles, and frost damage. Since the boundary 
layer also controls soil conditions, to the list of negatives, we could add poor nutrient uptake, lack of 
moisture, frost heaving, snow-drifting and competing vegetation. 

 
In short, there is often a shallow layer of cool atmosphere that is essentially a barrier through 

which young trees must penetrate before they can achieve an appreciably good growth rate.  That is 
so well known in Iceland that many farmers erect fences help the trees grow above the barrier 
quicker which in a sense is raising the height of the turbulent layer by creating more friction we are 
essentially raising the height of the stream flow.  What is not quite so readily appreciated is that in 
some locations artificial shelters cuts off air circulation so well that they inadvertently create a frost-
hollow.  Sometimes, in our frustration, it is just too hard to find a happy medium; and that is only 
because we have difficulty visualising the nature of the near surface atmospheric beast we are trying 
to tame. Hopefully, the following graphs and text in this section will some light on the behaviour of 
the enigmatic surface wind in particular.  
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A simple way to visualize wind flow at the surface is to pour hot water into a tray of dry-ice 

and let the resulting fog slide down an adjustable slope (depending on what wind speed you want to 
simulate). In essence, we are simulating a miniature fog bank; i.e. a virtually stationary layer of cold, 
moist air. In meteorological terminology, all we have done is create dalalæða technically known as 
radiation or ground fog which occurse when the soil is warmer than the air (or vice versa). Note the 
tops trees protruding into a warmer air layer above the dalalæða which in real life would more 
conducive to increased growth rates. 

  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Dalalæða artificially created with dry ice. Since this 
is fast-moving it is technically an advection fog. Note 
the trees protruding into slightly warmer air like 
those of the Gunnarsholt dalalæða below. 
Photo: Alexander Robertson 

 

 Top: Dalalæða in Gunnarsholt. It differs from the artificially-created dalalæða in that it formed in situ (i.e, under 
calm conditions) and technically is a radiation fog. Note the trees protruding above the fog.  Bottom:  trees and 
other tall vegetation have grown above the normal height that dalalæða.  Photo: Alexander Robertson 
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The graph on the left shows a characteristic temperature profiles for a calm, cloudless day: 
i.e., the temperature of air decreases with height, and with depth in the soil during the day; 
conversely, temperature increases with height and also with depth of soil during the night. The pair 
of graphs on the right has matching clips of dalalæða from the photographs of Gunnarsholt and 
Lyngholti, respectively. However it should be noted that, since both photos were taken about 20:00 
hrs in the last week of June, the graph on the left does apply Iceland’s case when there’s no night at 
time of year.  

 
The Gunnarsholt dalalæða is radiation type of ground fog; i.e., it forms in situ.  The series of 

at Lyngholti is an advection type as a result of cold, downslope mountain air slowly drifting out of 
Núpsdalur with a temperature profile for vertical strata of inversion layers separated by dalalæða. 
Note that at Gunnarsholt and Lyngholti the surface of the soil is colder than the layer of dalalæða. 
This situation not conducive to good tree growth, because the unsuberized roots in particular will 
slow or cease to assimilate and supply nutrients and water to the crown. In fact, if there is a very 
shallow, persistent cold air layer on the surface (with or without dalalæða), which dampens heat 
exchange between atmosphere and soil, then it much harder for tree seedlings and saplings to grow 
appreciably.  

In this photo of Lyngholti captured an unusual series of inversion layers separated by dalalæða.  The surface 
dalalæða drifts through a depression and partly over a low ridge.  On the middle-left there is a prominent 
Dalalæða wedged between layers of warmer, drier air and faint traces of several other above it blending into a 
thin veil of low cloud towards the centre. These are slow-moving dalalæða resulting from cold-air draining out 
of Núpsdalur onto the coastal plain and provide a  classic example of fanning (neutral buoyancy in 
aerodynamic terms) due to the stable atmosphere with an inversion.                     Photo: Sæmunder Þorvaldsson 
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In summer, down-slope mountain winds are generally benign; although, occasionally, they can 
be gale-force and even hurricane-force from the passage of storms over Iceland. One of the reasons 
they are benign is because heat convection from warming of valleys, which generates up-slope winds 
combined with the roughness of the mountainous topography creates enough turbulence to dampen 
wind speeds at lower elevations. However, as shown in the dry-ice model in the photos above, a layer 
of cool, moist air tends to collect on glaciers and snow-covered plateaux - which inevitably slides 
down the steep slopes and through mountain passes and settles into narrow valleys.  

 
Ocean breezes flow on-shore. When lapse conditions exist (i.e., tempreature of the atmosphere 

decreases with height, it doesn’t generate fog. However, with an inversion (i.e., temperatures increase 
with height) and the atmosphere is realatively stable (virtually no wind) then fog develops with the 
ocean sea breeze.   In fact, as the adjacent photo shows, sea-breeze fog often has enough  to creep up 
valley, around montains and  through over passes. 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

In the inset on the photo on the left and its enlargement on the right, we can see the kind of tug-o-
war between the as cold, moist mountain-top air arches over pockets of heat rising from the lake 
and valley.                                                                                                       Photos: Alexander Robertson 

Left: Sea breezes blowing on-shore are often strong enough to flow uphill enough to reach and go partly 
over mountain passes. Right: in mountains areas, both onshore (upslope) and offshore (downslope) winds, 
respectively, undergo horizontal convergence, funnelling (i.e, where air flow becomes much faster as it 
becomes concentrated into ‘jets’) and finally divergence. In the vertical case (dashed lines) wind speed can 
more than double where air flow converges just below the crest of the hill.       Photo: Alexander Robertson 


